
5th grade Summer Reading Log & Project

Student’s Name _____________________________
Grade Level for 2023/2024 school year __________

Students are encouraged to read any book, magazine or even article that they would
enjoy reading. Students will also complete a Book Advertisement over their choice of

book. Project and Reading Log are due by the end of the first week of school,
August 16, 2023.

# of books read should match the goal from the Reading Contract

Summer Reading Log
Name of Book/Magazine or

Article
Parent’s Signature
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There are several reading programs around the Lubbock area that students can also take advantage
of. One of my favorites is The Lubbock Public Library, but I have also included links to Barnes and

Noble, HEB and Pizza Hut to help keep reading.
https://ci.lubbock.tx.us/departments/library/summer-reading-2023
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/b/summer-reading/_/N-2m39

https://www.heb.com/static-page/article-template/H-E-Buddy-Reading-Club
https://www.bookitprogram.com/programs/camp-book-it



Project
Create a Book Advertisement

Goal: to create a book advertisement in order to get people interested in the book

Advertisement Rubric
Draw a Picture of
the story

Neatly drawn,
colored
15 points

Neatly drawn,
not colored
12 points

Picture drawn
10 points

List the
Characters of the
story

2 sentences
written
15 points

1 sentence written
12 points

Sentences are
incomplete or
unorganized
10 points

Describe the
Setting of the
story

2 sentences
written
15 points

1 sentence written
12 points

Incomplete or
Incorrect

sentences written
10 points

Describe the
Problem of the
story

2 sentences
written
15 points

1 sentence written
12 points

Incomplete or
Incorrect

sentences written
10 points

Describe the
Solution of the
story

2 sentences
written
15 points

1 sentence written
12 points

Incomplete or
Incorrect

sentences written
10 points

Write a brief
Summary of the
story

7 sentences
written
15 points

5 sentences
written
12 points

Incomplete or
Incorrect

sentence written
10 points

Grammar No grammatical
errors

10 points

1-3 grammatical
errors
5 points

More than 3
grammatical

errors
5 points

TOTAL POINTS 100 77 65 Total
Points
______



Book Advertisement Example

The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe

CHARACTERS
Enjoy the magical adventures of Peter, Susan,

Edmund and Susan as they encounter the powerful
White Witch and Aslan the lion.

SUMMARY
�is is one of the most fascinating and famous stories ever read. �is book has been
on the shelves for years because kids and adults find the land of Narnia fascinating
because it is so magical. From the talking beavers to the giants, this story has all
elements of fun. �e four children make their way to the land through a plain

wardrobe and soon find that they are the characters in a prophecy set to take down
the evil White Witch. She has taken over Narnia from Aslan and has instilled a



neverending winter. After a great battle the kids were able to take Narnia back in
the name of Aslan.


